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During the past year I continued several aspects of a study
of the lower atmosphere at the South Pole, as reported in
previous issues of this journal (see, e.g., Carroll 1980). The
investigation of surface albedos has been extended to consider
the effect of periodic surface macroscale structures (i.e., rip-
ples) on the effective shortwave albedo of liquid water and
snow surfaces (Carroll 1981b). Preliminary results of this work
indicate that at low latitudes, the effect of surface ripples is to
increase weakly the effective albedo. At high latitudes, a rip-
pled surface absorbs significantly more radiation than does a
flat surface. The magnitude of the effect depends on the
amplitude of the ripples, the dependence of the surface reflec-
tivity on angle of incidence of the radiation, and the orienta-
tion of the axis of the ripples.

I have completed analysis of the mean energy balance com-
ponents and related atmospheric variables and parameters
obtained between March 1975 and December 1977. A descrip-
tion of all data processing procedures has been prepared (Car-
roll 1981c) and tables of daily mean values of these quantities
have been published (Carroll and Eby 1981).

I have continued efforts to model the atmospheric boundary
layer/snow layer energy transfer processes and have revised
the prototype model reported previously (Carroll and Fitzjar-
rald 1979), and am now comparing model predictions and a
real sequence of events recorded at the South Pole. The model
is driven by the pressure gradient determined from the
observed, time-dependent, 500-millibar wind, the observed

changes in surface net radiation, and the observed snow tem-
perature at 100 centimeters. Initial fields are established from
measured snow temperature profiles, air temperature and
wind profiles to 8 meters, and radiosonde temperature and
wind data up to 500 millibars. Preliminary results (Carroll
1981a) indicate that the surface fluxes of heat and momentum
vary in the correct sense, but with less amplitude than those
estimated from surface layer observations. A major discrep-
ancy is that the turbulence model rapidly reduces the temper-
ature gradient in most of the outer layer, whereas this is not
generally observed.
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